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Introduction 

Plan Melbourne Refresh provides a discussion of proposed changes to the 

Metropolitan Strategy, Plan Melbourne.  The proposed changes address issues of 

housing supply, diversity and affordability.  The proposed changes also put a greater 

emphasis on climate change and hazard management.    

The discussion points of particular relevance to Yarra Ranges Council are: 

 The State Government’s aspiration to achieve 70% of all new housing in the 

established residential areas – 30% in the greenfield (new) areas. 

 New residential planning controls –proposed to include a review of the 

Neighbourhood Residential Zone – the changes to achieve more density in 

these areas.  

 A proposal to consider a ‘code assess’ approach to multi unit development 

which would facilitate automatic approval of any multi unit development 

provided it meets the provisions of the Code. (This would include no third 

party right to notification or appeal)  

 The further ‘locking down’ of the Urban Growth Boundary and better 

articulated planning controls for the Green Wedge areas to support 

agriculture, environment and tourism. (This includes the formation of the 

Animal Industries Advisory Panel). 

 A new Victorian Biodiversity Strategy. 

 Review of Planning controls and mechanisms to address hazards in light of 

climate change – flood, fire and extreme heat.  
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Context 

Yarra Ranges is the most eastern ‘metropolitan’ local government area and with 

extensive urban and rural areas is classified alternatively as a peri - urban, green 

wedge, interface and/or a metropolitan Council. In fact all are accurate, and reinforce 

the need for a Metropolitan Strategy which recognises the issues of the outer urban 

areas as well as the inner city and middle ring suburbs.    

Yarra Ranges Council stands behind its original submission to PlanMelbourne but 

wishes to make the following comments on new material presented in 

PlanMelbourne Refresh discussion paper. 

An Enduring Strategy / Implementation 

Council applauds the State Government’s decision to retain and build on aspects of 

PlanMelbourne which enjoyed bipartisan support.  Obviously, for any Metropolitan 

Strategy to be successful, it must be ‘owned’ by successive governments.   

Regarding the discussed changes, Council’s preference would be for a Metropolitan 

Strategy with an implementation plan focused on both short and long term 

infrastructure projects needed for Melbourne’s future.  The proposal to put only the 

short term projects (ie current Government priorities) in the ‘rolling’ implementation 

plan suggests a lack of commitment to long term projects. Council agrees with the 

Ministerial Advisory Committee recommendation on page 11, that a long term 

visionary plan needs to be freed from the budgetary priorities of the government of 

the day.   

It is disappointing the State Government is not pursuing this recommendation, which 

would align major project planning at all levels of government.  Without clear long 

term commitment to State infrastructure projects, it is difficult for councils to develop 

local planning strategies which are influenced or affected by these projects.   

Shaping the City and protecting the key values of the green wedges 

and peri urban areas.  

Urban Growth Boundary - Council supports the proposal to ‘lock down’ the Urban 

Growth Boundary.  The further commitment to protecting the green wedge areas will 

reduce land speculation and provide certainty for agribusiness and related tourism to 

continue.   

Council also supports the proposal for improved policy to address environment, 

agriculture and tourism. Regarding new tourism policy, Yarra Ranges plays a very 

prominent role in the tourism sector, and Council would like to re - emphasise that 

the State Government needs to work in partnership with local Councils in the 

development of planning controls which affect tourism development. 
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Animal Industries Advisory Committee Council welcomes the appointment of the 

Animal Industries Advisory Committee and will participate in this process.  Council 

has advocated for a review of the land use definition of Intensive Animal Husbandry 

and it is hoped that a review of these industries will generate planning definitions 

which better reflect free range and other emerging practices.  

A More Connected Melbourne 

As per earlier discussion in Implementation, Council would prefer to see both the 

short term and long term commitments shown in the Implementation Plan.   At a 

minimum, it would be beneficial to see the broad future transportation aspirations 

outlined in Plan Melbourne.   

Council supports the reincorporation of the Principal Public Transport Network into 

the Metropolitan Strategy along with and any other relevant strategic proposals.  

Council would like to see some actions added to PlanMelbourne that focus on 

improved transportation and connectivity in the suburban areas beyond buses and 

fixed rail such as walking paths and bike tracks.  While much good work is being 

generated in the CBD, it would be good to see the same level planned for and 

occurring in the suburbs, which will accommodate much of the new growth.    

In addition to long term planning for alternative transportation (walking, bikes etc.) 

Council suggests that based on its own experience, social and behavioural change 

will occur more rapidly if the improvements are marketed to the public.  So, working 

hand in hand with any change, should be an action to market the change.  Council is 

also aware the public is more inclined to walk if the paths are shaded!   Trees and 

landscape should be considered and incorporated into any designs. 

Council supports Plan Melbourne retain and elevate the commitment to connecting 

the Melbourne Airport by rail to the CBD and suburbs.  Further as there are 

suggested plans to update some of the regional airports such as Avalon and 

Moorabbin, it should be a priority to provide improved public transport to these 

locations. 

Housing - Planning Implications for the 20 minute neighbourhood 

The aspiration for all residential development to be within a 20 minute walk of 

schools, shops, café’s, doctors, childcare and access to public transport is 

supported.  However, Plan Melbourne Refresh states 70% of new residential 

development will be accommodated in existing suburbs. Council is concerned that to 

achieve this goal, the character of existing suburbs will be sacrificed.  Plan 

Melbourne Refresh proposes to ‘review the new residential zones’ (due to their being 

too restrictive) and codifying decisions on multi unit development.  There seems little 

doubt the State Government’s intention is to over-ride current local policy on 

residential development.  
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Reformed Residential Zones/ Neighbourhood Residential Zone 

Councils across Victoria have invested significant sums of money and considerable 

time in the preparation, consultation and implementation of housing strategies and 

structure plans to guide residential development into sustainable locations.  Housing 

density is a politically sensitive subject, and as such, it takes considerable effort for 

local government to navigate the implementation of any change to housing policy.   

Yarra Ranges, along with most Victorian councils, welcomed the ‘new’ multi –tiered 

suite of residential zones, which finally provided opportunity for councils to clearly 

articulate a framework to accommodate increased density in the most suitable 

locations.  Now, after less than 18 months in operation, State Government proposes 

to alter the new zones. 1   

Yarra Ranges is particularly concerned with the focus on the Neighbourhood 

Residential Zone and the statement that it is potentially locking up infrastructure rich 

and job rich suburbs from further development.  While Plan Melbourne’s promise to 

deliver 50% Neighbourhood Residential Zone across Melbourne was a blunt 

benchmark, in reality, Council’s application of the Neighbourhood Residential Zone is 

backed up by strong strategic work.  

Table 2 in Section 5.4 of the Discussion Paper shows the Eastern sub – region of 

Melbourne having the greatest amount of NRZ, implying (by percentage) that the 

zone is applied to freely in the East.    Despite this apparent imbalance, it is 

important to consider the geography and distance of the outer east to the CBD and 

/or any other significant employment areas. Yarra Ranges applied the NRZ in its 

rural townships, the hills and foothills of the Dandenong Ranges – where the closest 

employment precinct for these areas is Ringwood.  Council would argue these are 

not employment and infrastructure rich areas and does not want to see the 

provisions of the zone changed.   

Finally, changing of the planning tools with each successive State Government 

makes it almost impossible for local government to implement a meaningful Housing 

Strategy.  Not only does it remove the opportunity to measure the intended 

outcomes, it undermines Council’s strategic work.   Effectively it gives VCAT free 

reign to re-write’ Council’s Planning Scheme. 

Code Assess  

The proposed replacement of ResCode with a code assesses for multi unit 

development is not supported.  It implies a one size fits all assessment for higher 

density housing.  The current controls allow multi unit development to be considered 

                                                           
1
 Yarra Ranges Amendment to implement its Housing Strategy was exhibited in mid 2010 and was not gazetted 

until May 2013.  From the time it was initially developed in late 2009 to gazettal, it was redrafted twice to 
accommodate various versions of residential zones proposed by successive State governments.    The 
amendment was translated into the current set of residential zones in mid 2014. 
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in the context of its location (neighbourhood).  Council is doubtful this can be 

achieved with a tick-a-box evaluation.   The underlying message seems to be that 

this State Government will achieve higher density at the cost of all other 

considerations to be able to deliver their aspiration of 70% of new housing in 

established areas.  

Council would also not support the proposal to remove third party right of notification 

and appeal as part of a Code assesses process. Council is strongly of the view that 

the existing planning scheme policies, zones and overlays will deliver the intended 

housing outcomes in a more balanced and sustainable way. 

Development Contributions  

It is particularly disappointing that the State Government is not proposing to follow up 

the Advisory Committee’s recommendation for a development contribution for net 

additional dwellings.  The ramification of infill development in existing suburbs is an 

increasing strain on existing infrastructure, never designed to accommodate the 

additional densities.    

Money from development contributions for incremental infill could be directed to 

improve existing drainage systems, footpaths and community services such as parks 

and sporting facilities.   Again, it seems obvious that if the majority of development 

(70%) is to be accommodated in the existing suburban areas, there needs to be 

equal provision for upgrading the infrastructure accordingly.   

While access to public transportation and jobs are presented as the key to 

sustainability, it is overly simplistic to neglect any analysis of sewer or drainage 

capacity, road networks, social services or even footpaths.  It is ironic that the reason 

given for intensifying the existing suburbs is to save the cost of building infrastructure 

into new areas – yet, an equal case could be put forward for the cost of retro-fitting 

infrastructure in existing neighbourhoods.  

 

Affordable Housing 

Council supports a stronger focus on increasing the supply of social housing.  

Council supports the Minister for Planning to be the responsible authority for all 

social housing planning applications recommended by the Director of Housing.  

Council would also support definitions of housing affordability and social and 

affordable housing being introduced into planning schemes.  

Council would support expedited planning approvals, for selected social housing 

projects and / or introducing incentives to increase social and affordable housing 

supply such as inclusionary zoning.   However, it is important for Council and the 

Community to be involved early in the planning processes for these changes. 
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The waiving or removing of planning scheme requirements for social and affordable 

housing to reduce development costs should be carefully considered.  It is arguable 

that the planning costs contribute little if anything to the cost of housing but do 

address residential amenity.    

Waiving the provision of parking spaces, private open space requirements and other 

infrastructure to make housing more affordable may make the dwelling less 

sustainable to live in.  There can also be direct amenity impacts on the purchaser of 

the dwelling and surrounding retail and residential development with unintended 

consequences.  These can include ongoing health and social issues as well.  

Council notes that there are other variables associated with the ongoing operating 

costs of housing such as utilities and commuting costs, which particularly affect low-

income households.  It is preferable that ‘affordable housing’ be quality construction 

(high ESD) as the long term cost savings will assist low income households to 

overcome utility costs.  It is also preferable housing be developed in a sustainable 

(less commuting) location.  The current planning framework is quite clear on where 

higher density housing should occur, it is for this reason Council does not support 

changes to the residential zones, which would dilute the current framework. 

Regarding data on the shortfall of social and affordable housing, it should be noted 

that Knox Council developed a tool for the Eastern suburbs which provides statistical 

analysis of housing need which is able to be replicated in any area.  It is called 

Minimum supply of social housing, Eastern Metropolitan Region 2014-2036” 

(updated 2015).  It is recommended the State Government investigate this work.  

As noted many housing issues are beyond the scope of the Planning Scheme, 

however Council welcomes the ability to be a partner in delivering social housing.  

Other partners should include universities, developers and other key stakeholders.    

Social housing needs to be seen as public infrastructure that benefits all, and it will 

need partnerships to achieve this aspiration. 

A More Resilient and Environmentally Sustainable Melbourne 

Strategic Environmental Principles   

Council fully supports integrating the Strategic Environmental Principles into 

PlanMelbourne.  Council is particularly supportive of Enhance the community’s 

access to nature across our urban areas, increase recognition of our natural capital, 

better protect State significant biodiversity and maintain productive agriculture.   

Council would support the development of a new Victorian Biodiversity Strategy, but 

would suggest the State Government needs to work closely with Councils to 

incorporate and utilise local biodiversity studies.   
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The current State biodiversity mapping, Nature Print is flawed and in many cases 

inaccurate to the biodiversity values on the ground.   Council has long advocated for 

better mapping to underpin the native vegetation framework. 

Improved Hazard Assessment within Planning 

Council would support a more robust and consistent approach to reducing the risk 

from flood, fire or extreme heat.   The draft hazard management criteria presented in 

the document (page 74) present a reasonable approach to the management of risk 

through planning processes.  

 

 

 


